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Abstract. Magnetic reconnection is a process of funda-
mental importance for the dynamics of the Earth's
plasma sheet. In this context, the development of thin
current sheets in the near-Earth plasma sheet is a topic of
special interest because they could be a possible cause of
microscopic ¯uctuations acting as collective non-ideal-
ness from a macroscopic point of view. Simulations of
the near-Earth plasma sheet including boundary pertur-
bations due to localized in¯ow through the northern
(or southern) plasma sheet boundary show developing
thin current sheets in the near-Earth plasma sheet about
8±10 RE tailwards of the Earth. This location is largely
independent from the localization of the perturbation.
The second part of the paper deals with the problem of
the macroscopic non-ideal consequences of microscopic
¯uctuations. A new model is presented that allows the
quantitative calculation of macroscopic non-idealness
without considering details of microscopic instabilities
or turbulence. This model is only based on the
assumption of a strongly ¯uctuating, mixing dynamics
on microscopic scales in phase space. The result of this
approach is an expression for anomalous non-idealness
formally similar to the Krook resistivity but now
describing the macroscopic consequences of collective
microscopic ¯uctuations, not of collisions.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (plasma sheet)
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1 Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is widely accepted to play a
crucial role in context with magnetospheric activity.
This refers to the formation of plasmoids and their
tailward ejection as a typical feature for almost all large
isolated substorms (Moldwin and Hughes, 1993). Be-
sides, in the near-Earth plasma sheet where the Earth's
dipole ®eld is of relevance, magnetic reconnection has to
be considered as a process of relevance with respect to
phenomena like pseudo-breakups (e.g. Wiechen et al.
1996).
Magnetic reconnection demands for some at least
local non-idealness because of magnetic line conserva-
tion in an ideal plasma. However, in general, the
magnetospheric plasma has to be considered as highly
collisionfree (from a kinetic point of view) or as highly
ideal (in the framework of magnetohydrodynamics) with
a typical resistivity of the order of 10ÿ17s (Lui et al.,
1993). Thus there is the question of the origin of some
sucient local non-idealness.
The solutions to this problem are microscopic
instabilities or turbulences providing anomalous non-
idealness on macroscopic scales (e.g. Huba et al., 1977;
Papadopoulos, 1979). There are several microscopic
processes discussed in the literature which may yield
non-idealness on macroscopic scales, e.g. non-adiabatic
particles (Schindler, 1974), lower hybrid drift instabil-
ities (Huba et al., 1978), plasma±wave interactions
(Haerendel, 1978) or chaotic particles (Bu È chner and
Zelenyi, 1989).
Processes of special interest in this context are
current-driven (micro-) instabilities like the cross-tail
instability (Lui et al., 1991). For current-driven turbu-
lence to be suciently eective, the local length scales of
the current sheet have to be suciently small (i.e. of the
order of the ion gyro-radius, Schindler, 1994). Those
thin current sheets, indeed, are observed especially in the
near-Earth plasma sheet (e.g. Sergeev et al., 1990;
Pulkkinen et al., 1992). Thus, the formation of local
thin current sheets is a problem of special interest with
respect to the onset of magnetic reconnection.
Thin current sheets can be explained as the result of
boundary perturbations in ideal MHD systems (Parker,
1972; Hahm and Kulsrud, 1982). Schindler and Birn Correspondence to: hew@usm.uni-muenchen.de
Ann. Geophysicae 17, 595±603 (1999) Ó EGS ± Springer-Verlag 1999(1993) have shown that dissipation-free perturbations at
the, as the earthward one interpreted, boundary of a 1-
dimensional ideal Harris sheet yield thin current sheets
neartothatboundary.Thislinehasbeenfollowedfurther
by Wiegelmannn and Schindler (1995) considering 2-
dimensional tail con®gurations showing that thin current
sheets in the central plasma sheet can result from ¯ux
transfer through the magnetopause. Rasta È tter et al.
(1994) found current sheets in equilibrium con®gurations
which result from the relaxation of X-point con®gura-
tions after pressure perturbations. MHD-simulations of
ideal 1- and 2-dimensional tail co®gurations con®rm the
developmentofthincurrentsheetsduetodissipation-free
boundary perturbations (Voge et al., 1994).
In the ®rst part of the present paper we study the
problem of the formation of thin current sheets in the
near-Earth plasma sheet where the dipole ®eld yields a
signi®cant contribution. First 2-dimensional ideal
MHD-simulations (Wiechen et al., 1997) have shown,
that thin current sheets can occur in the near-Earth
plasma sheet due to local in¯ow through the plasma
sheet boundary. In the present paper we show results of
3-dimensional ideal MHD-simulations starting with a
model for the near-Earth plasma sheet including the
Earth's dipole ®eld, explicitly. These 3-dimensional
simulations con®rm the results of the previous 2-
dimensional simulations showing developing thin cur-
rent sheets as a consequence of dissipation-free local
in¯ow through the plasma sheet boundary even in an
ideal system with more degrees of freedom to react on
the perturbation.
A point of special interest in context with the
formation of thin current sheets is that of their
localization. We study this problem by the help of 2-
dimensional simulations of the near-Earth plasma sheet
and show that the location of developing thin current
sheets comes out to be widely independent from the
localization of in¯ow through the plasma sheet bound-
ary. This location of about 8±10 RE tailwards of the
Earth found in our simulations is in good agreement
with the observed location of near-Earth thin current
sheets during late growth phase (Sergeev et al., 1990;
Pulkkinen et al., 1992).
All these theoretical and observational results strong-
ly support the concept of anomalous non-idealness due
to microscopic (current-driven) tubulence. Following
this line, anomalous resistivities are derived for several
speci®c instabilities in the literature, e.g. the cross-tail
instability (Lui et al., 1991) or lower hybrid drift waves
(Cattell and Mozer, 1987). However, there is still a
signi®cant lack in self-consistent derivation of the
general non-ideal consequences of microscopic ¯uctua-
tions in the ideal collisionfree magnetospheric plasma.
Because of that lack, MHD-simulations of magneto-
spheric dynamics (e.g. Scholer, 1987; Hautz and Scholer,
1987; Otto et al., 1990; Hesse and Birn, 1992; Ugai,
1992; Bu È chner and Otto, 1993; Hesse et al., 1994) have
to use resistivity models which are plausible, but only
based on ad hoc assumptions.
In the second part of our paper, we present a new
approach to macroscopic non-idealness. In this ap-
proach it is not necessary to specify a particular micro-
instability. It allows us to calculate the non-ideal
macroscopic consequences of general ¯uctuations pro-
ceeding on microscopic scales. This approach will help
to come to a deeper understanding of the consequences
of microscopic collective ¯uctuations in the Earth's
plasma sheet, especially with respect to onset and non-
linear evolution of magnetic reconnection and to derive
more realistic resistivity models as input for future
MHD-simulations.
2 Thin current sheets in the near-Earth plasma sheet
2.1 The numerical model
We study the problem of the formation of thin current
sheets in the ideal near-Earth plasma sheet by the help of
2- and 3-dimensional MHD simulations. The start
con®guration in our simulations is based on a
2-dimensional magnetospheric equilibrium including
the Earth's dipole ®eld explicitly, which has originally
been developed by Fuchs and Voigt (1979). It is a
solution of the following inhomogeneous form of the
Grad-Shafranov equation
DA  l0
dP
dA
 MD
@
@x
dxdz 1
with the right hand side representing the singular current
distribution of the Earth's dipole. The coordinates ÿx;z
are GSM (Geo Solar Magnetospheric) coordinates.
A;P;MD denote the ¯ux function Ax;z, the pressure
function PA, and the dipole moment, respectively.
With the ansatz
PA
k2
2l0
A2 2
(the free parameter k speci®es the plasma pressure) the
inhomogeneous Grad-Shafranov Eq. (1) becomes linear
in A and can be solved by a series of eigenfunctions
Ax;zÿ
MD
2
X
n
cosanz
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sign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ÿjknxj
ÿ expÿjkn2b ÿ xj

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with eigenvalues an  p2n ÿ 1=2a n dkn  j a2
n ÿ k2j
0:5
and b denoting the location of the dayside magneto-
pause. In our simulations we consider lowest order
eigenfunctions, only.
This approach considers the Earth's dipole explicitly
and yields a suitable description of the near-Earth
plasma sheet (Wiechen et al., 1995, 1996).
Starting with an equilibrium of the type mentioned
above, we solve the following set of MHD equations
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 4
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5
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with h  p=2 
1=c and q;p;v;b;j;g; and c denoting the
plasma density, pressure, velocity, magnetic ®eld,
current density, resistivity and the ratio of speci®c heats,
respectively (here: c  5=3). All quantities are normal-
ized to typical values of the system. Length scales are
measured in units of half-thickness L0 of plasma sheet,
the density is normalized to a typical value q0 in the
center of the plasma sheet and the magnetic ®eld is
normalized to a typical value B0 at the plasma sheet
boundary. Further normalizations (e.g. the Alfve Â nic
transit time) follow in a generic way.
The code we use in our simulations has been
developed in its original form by Otto (1987). The
2-dimensional simulations are done in a box with
0  x  10 and 0  z  1. For our 3-dimensional
simulations the box is extended into y-direction with
ÿ5  y  5. To exclude the dipole singularity from the
calculations it is shifted to some xd < 0 outside the
simulation box. The earthward boundary of the simula-
tion box can be interpreted to be located about 5 RE
tailwards of Earth.
At the earthward boundary of the simulation box we
assume a closed ionosphere with v  0. We consider
open boundary conditions at the tailward edge. At the
boundaries in y and z we have zero normal components
of the velocity. The magnetic ®eld Bx;Bz is symmetric
at the boundaries ymin and ymax. The whole con®guration
is assumed to be symmetric with respect to z  0.
To study the formation of thin current sheets in the
ideal near-Earth plasma sheet due to dissipation-free
boundary perturbations we assume localized in¯ow
through the plasma sheet boundary at z  1 correspond-
ing to some external electric ®eld. The details of the
perturbations are discussed for each example separately.
In both examples we will discuss below we assume a
low homogeneous background resistivity corresponding
to a magnetic Reynolds number of RM  1400. This
background resistivity has to be chosen for numerical
reasons. It is high as compared with real magnetospheric
resistivity which, however, is practically not realizable in
MHD simulations. But for our purposes, it is suciently
low to study a nearly ideal dynamics on the time scales
of interest.
2.2 Three-dimensional simulations of current sheet
formation
Previous ideal MHD simulations (Wiechen and Ziegler,
1998) have shown the formation of thin current sheets in
a 2-dimensional near-Earth plasma sheet con®guration
due to in¯ow through the plasma sheet boundary. Here
we present results of 3-dimensional simulations. In this
case, the ideal plasma in the near-Earth plasma sheet has
more degrees of freedom to react on boundary
perturbations. Thus, it is not clear from the previous
2-dimensional results, whether or not current sheets will
form in the course of a 3-dimensional dynamics.
As boundary perturbations, we assume localized
in¯ow through the plasma sheet boundary at z  1
concentrated near x  1 and y  0, i.e.
dvz  eÿ2001ÿz
2ÿ0:1y2
sinp1 ÿ eÿxln2 9
The amplitude of the perturbation corresponds to an
external electric ®eld of Eext  0:01 which is similar to
that in previous studies of the in¯uence of external
electric ®elds on magnetotail reconnection (Birn and
Schindler, 1986).
Figure 1 shows a surface plot of the current density at
y  0 after 10sA. One ®nds signatures of the perturba-
tion, but the current density is still rather smooth and
quite similar to the initial unperturbated pro®le. This,
however, changes drastically looking at a snapshot after
70sA (Fig. 2). At this time one ®nds a signi®cant thin
current sheet developing in the center of the plasma
sheet (with a maximum in the midnight-meridional
plane typically extended in y like the in¯ow) which is the
consequence of the perturbation of the plasma sheet
boundary. These results show that the formation of thin
current sheets has to be interpreted as a general
consequence of dissipation-free boundary perturbations
in an ideal plasma, even in the case of a 3-dimensional
dynamics.
2.3 The location of thin current sheets
A question of special interest in context with the
formation of thin current sheets in the central plasma
sheet is that of their location. Observations show thin
current sheets in the late growth phase predomenantly in
the near-Earth region of the central plasma sheet about
8±10 RE tailwards of Earth (Sergeev et al., 1990;
Pulkkinen et al., 1992). In our present paper we study
this problem with the help of 2-dimensional MHD-
Fig. 1. 3-dimensional simulation of current sheet formation. Surface
plot of the current density at y  0 being still almost smooth after
10sA
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a start con®guration of the type mentioned in sect. 2.1.
As in the previous 3-dimensional example we assume a
boundary perturbation due to local in¯ow through the
northern plasma sheet boundary at z  1 corresponding
to an external electric ®eld of Eext  0:01.
But now, we vary the location of the in¯ow with
respect to x, i.e. in tailward direction, and discuss three
examples. In the ®rst case, the in¯ow is concentrated
near to xE  2:1 (case 1), in the second case near to
xE  4:2 (case 2), and in the third case near to xE  6:3
(case 3), respectively (see Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows
snapshots of the time evolution of the corresponding
current densities for all three examples. The snapshots
on the left side show the current densities in early phases
of the dynamics, i.e. after 5sA for case 1, after 7:5sA for
case 2 and after 10sA for case 3. For all three cases the
current density is still widely unaected by the
perturbation at these early times.
In the course of time, however, thin current sheets
develop in the central plasma sheet. This can be seen in
the snapshots on the right side of Fig. 4 showing the
current densities after 45sA (case 1), 67:5sA (case 2), and
90sA (case 3), respectively. The time scales of current
sheet formation increase with increasing distance of the
localized boundary perturbation from Earth. The
location of the current sheets, however, turns out to be
widely independent from the localization of the bound-
ary perturbation. In all three cases thin current sheets
develop at about x  3 cooresponding to about 10 RE
tailwards of Earth.
Thus, both observations and simulations being in
excellent agreement indicate that this location is a
particular one with respect to the formation of current
sheets in the plasma sheet.
Our results show that it is not necessary to assume
perturbations at the earthward boundary of the plasma
sheet as assumed in a scenario discussed by Schindler
and Birn (1993) and Schindler (1994). Even perturba-
tions at the nothern (and southern) plasma sheet
boundary yield current sheets located at  8±10 RE
widely independent from the localization of the pertur-
bation.
This result can be interpreted as a consequence of the
fact that the variations with respect to x of all plasma
parameters are signi®cantly stronger in the near-Earth
plasma sheet with a signi®cant dipole contribution as
compared with a tail con®guration considered e.g. by
Schindler and Birn (1993) and Schindler (1994). Thus,
current sheets form where the perturbation acts most
eectively (i.e. near the earthward edge where the
density is high) and not where the amplitude is maximal
but the density decreased signi®cantly. Besides, the
location of the current sheets will be in¯uenced by the
closed ionospheric boundary.
3 Macroscopic non-idealness
due to microscopic ¯uctuations
The results of our MHD simulations strongly support
the concept of magnetic reconnection enabled by
macroscopic non-idealness due to microscopic ¯uctua-
tions. Now we want to discuss how the macroscopic
non-ideal consequences of microscopic collective ¯uc-
tuations can be determined quantitatively in a self-
consistent way. To do this we have to pass over to a
kinetic description and consider a plasma with a
dynamics governed by the Vlasov equations
@fs
@t
 v r fs 
es
ms
E 
1
c
v  B
@fs
@v
 0 10
together with Maxwell's equations [fs, es, ms denote
distribution functions in 6-dimensional phase space,
charge and mass of electrons (s  e) and ions (s  i),
respectively]. The ®nal aim is to calculate Ohm's law
E  v  B  R 11
with a macroscopic non-ideal term
R 
X
s
esns
Z
v
@fs
@t
jmacrod
3v 12
resulting not from collisions but from collective
¯uctuations (ns denotes the number density of electrons
and ions, respectively).
Fig. 2. 3-dimensional simulation of current sheet formation. Surface
plot of the current density at y  0 after 70sA showing a developing
thin current sheet in the central plasma sheet due to local boundary
perturbations
Fig. 3. 2-dimensional simulation of current sheet formation.
Unperturbated magnetic ®eld of the near-Earth plasma sheet at
t  0. Boundary perturbations due to localized in¯ow through the
plasma sheet boundary at z  1 are switched on near xE  2:1( c a s e
1), xE  4:2( c a s e2 )a n dxE  6:3( c a s e3 )
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by a new approach to anomalous non-idealness which
has been developed originally in the framework of a
theory for the relaxation of collisionless matter
(e.g. Wiechen et al., 1988; Ziegler and Wiechen, 1989;
Wiechen and Ziegler, 1994). This approach allows us to
calculate anomalous non-idealness as the macroscopic
consequence of general microscopic collective ¯uctua-
tions, i.e. we do not have to take into account details of
speci®c microscopic instabilities, but only a fundamental
consequence of microscopic turbulence.
The basic mechanism under consideration that yields
non-idealness on macroscopic scales in a collisionfree
plasma is mixing in 6-dimensional phase space, i.e. we
Fig. 4. 2-dimensional simulation of cur-
rent sheet formation. Surface plots of the
current densities for the cases 1±3 in an
early phase of the dynamics (after 5sA
(case 1), 7:5sA (case 2) and 10sA (case 3))
and in a later phase (after 45sA (case 1),
67:7sA (case 2) and 90sA (case 3)). In all
three cases thin current sheets develop
near x  3 corresponding to about
8±10 RE tailwards of Earth
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functions ¯uctuating on smaller and smaller scales. In
the course of time, these more and more microscopic
¯uctuations will not be resolved anymore from a
macroscopic point of view. Thus, on macroscopic scales
the distribution functions become stationary. The
transition from the exact collisionfree microscopic
dynamics to distribution functions on macroscopic,
averaged scales yields an increase of entropy corre-
sponding to some non-idealness. This non-idealness can
be described in terms of violation of phase-space density
conservation. Figure 5 illustrates this by the help of a
simple schematic picture.
Let us assume a simple distribution function fr;v
taking some value g > 0 in some domain in phase
space with volume /g and being 0 else. Now, due to
some perturbation or instability, the distribution
function starts to ®lamentate with ¯uctuations taking
place on smaller and smaller scales. In the framework
of the exact collisionfree dynamics, for all times the
distribution function will take only one value, i.e. g,
and the total volume occupied by the ®lamentated
distribution function will be /g independent from how
this volume is spread out in phase space. This
conservation of phase-space density conservation can
be described by a so called reduced distribution
function g/ (e.g. Tremaine et al., 1986) de®ned as
the inverse function of
/g
Z
Hfr;vÿgd
3rd
3v 13
denoting the phase-space volume with f  g (Hx is the
unit step function with Hx1 for x  1 and 0 else). In
our present simple example g/ contains just the
information that the distribution function is g in an
overall volume /g. This reduced distribution function is
a constant of motion in the exact microscopic dynamics.
For ®lamentations proceeding on more and more
microscopic scales these microscopic ¯uctuations will
not be resolved anymore on macroscopic scales yielding
averaged (coarse-grained) distribution function  fr;v.
In our example (see Fig. 6), this microscopic distribution
function will have a value  g < g occupying a phase-
space volume  / > /g corresponding to a violation of
phase space density conservation. As a consequence, the
reduced distribution function  g/ corresponding to the
macroscopic distribution in phase space, i.e. the inverse
function of
/g
Z
H  fr;vÿgd
3rd
3v 14
is dierent from the reduced distribution function
corresponding to the exact microscopic distribution
function as schematically shown.
The crucial idea in our approach is to calculate the
macroscopic non-ideal consequences of microscopic
¯uctuations by the help of reduced distribution func-
tions without to follow the complicated dynamics in
phase space.
Before going into technical details we want to
motivate our approach by the help of a simple example.
Dropping a drop of ink into some water one can
determine the ®nal state (some light blue liquid) without
calculating the dynamics of the molecules by the help of
three input parameters and one basic assumption. First
one must know the volume of the drop, second the
darkness of the ink and third the ratio between the
volume of ink and the volume of water. Together with
the basic assumption of homogeneous mixing between
ink and water this knowledge is sucient to determine
the ®nal state quantitatively.
In our approach we proceed to some extent by
analogy. We start with unperturbated distribution
functions fsr;v of electrons and ions, respectively and
calculate the corresponding reduced distribution func-
tions gs/. (Considering our simple 1-value distribution
in Fig. 5 and our ink±water example, g would
correspond to the darkness of the ink and / to the
volume of the drop.)
The ®rst main question we have to answer now is how
the reduced distribution functions are transformed in
principle by the transition to macroscopic scales? This
question can be answered taking into account two strict
constraints. The ®rst constraint is that we have to
describe the coarse-graining (averaging) of a distribution
function in phase space. The second constraint is that we
have ®lamentation due to collective ¯uctuations and no
collisions. Considering these two constraints together
with the further assumption of strong, homogeneous
®lamentation one can show (e.g. Ziegler and Wiechen,
1989)thatthereduceddistributionfunctionscorrespond-
Fig. 5. Sketch of a simple distribution function with some value g in
some domain in phase space of total volume /g ®lamentating in phase
space (upper row) together with the corresponding reduced
distribution function describing phase-space density conservation in
the framework of the exact microscopic dynamics
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space can be calculated by a self-similar transformation
 gs/
1
a
gs
/
a
 with a  1 15
The parameter a can be interpreted as a measure for the
macroscopic scale on which the microscopic ¯uctuations
are not resolved anymore. (In this coarse-graining model
we do not consider further restrictions on the dynamics
in con®guration space as it was done in some former
formulation by Wiechen and Ziegler, 1994.)
The second main question is to determine the
parameter a quantitatively. We know that the pertur-
bated ®lamentating system is not in equilibrium,
otherwise there would be no ®lamentation. Thus some
part of the energy of the perturbated system must be
inherent in the microscopic ¯uctuations. This amount of
energy Efluc can be calculated as the dierence between
the energy of the perturbated system Esyst and the
minimum energy of all distributions corresponding to
the original reduced distribution functions gs/.
Efluc  Esyst ÿ minEjgs 16
The minimum energy state with E  minEjgs corre-
sponds to the (globally) stable equilibrium principally
accessible in the framework of the collisionfree micro-
scopic dynamics and can be calculated by a suitable
energy minimizing techniques (for details see e.g.
Schindler and Goldstein, 1983; Wiechen and Ziegler,
1994,1998).KnowingtheamountofenergyEfluc inherent
in the microscopic ¯uctuations, the parameter a can be
calculated explicitly asa function ofEfluc, i.e. ^ a  aEfluc
(e.g. Ziegler and Wiechen, 1989; Wiechen and Ziegler,
1994). (Considering our simple example of a drop of ink
in some water, ^ a corresponds in some sense to the ratio of
the volume of the ink and the volume of the water.)
Thus we can calculate the reduced distribution
functions corresponding to the coarse-grained, macro-
scopic distributions in phase space for electrons and
ions, respectively, and know the non-ideal consequences
of microscopic ¯uctuations in terms of violation of
phase space density conservation on macroscopic scales
quantitatively.
Now we have to answer the third fundamental
question, i.e. we have to determine the coarse-grained
macroscopic phase-space distribution functions itself.
Obviously, there is an in®nite number of phase-space
distributions to each reduced distribution function.
Thus we need a selection criterion. We know that the
macroscpic phase space distributions show no micro-
scopic ¯uctuations. Thus we can assume them to be
stationary states, at least on the time scales of interest.
With this assumption the phase-space distributions can
be calculated as stationary points of energy, i.e. as the
equilibrium distribution functions  fsr;v corresponding
to ^ aÿ1gs/^ aÿ1. This can be done using an appropriate
variational analysis techniques. Without going into
details we note that this macroscopic stationary state
has just the energy Esyst of the perturbated system
because aEflucaEsyst ÿ minEjgs depends implicitly
on Esyst. For a detailed discussion of this point and the
energy minimizing techniques we refer to Ziegler and
Wiechen 1989; and Wiechen and Ziegler 1994, 1998. The
uniquness of this equilibrium for a speci®c example is
not strictly clear, however, practically one will ®nd only
one as studies of this problem have shown (e.g. Ziegler
and Wiechen, 1989; Wiechen and Ziegler, 1993).
Thus, we can explicitly calculate the macroscopic, (in
6-dimensional phase space with respect to r and v)
coarse-grained distribution functions  fsr;v corre-
sponding to strongly ®lamentating microscopic distribu-
tions. Now we can do the ®nal step and determine the
macroscopic non-idealness R quantitatively as the
consequence of microscopic ¯uctuations. To do this
we make the ansatz
R 
X
s
esns
Z
v
fsr;vÿ fsr;v
s
d
3v 17
fs denotes the electron and ion distribution functions
of the unperturbated system,  fs denotes the coarse-
grained electron and ion distributions resulting from
our approach and s denotes some typical time scale of
the collective ¯uctuations. This time scale is a priori
unknown, it has to be derived from more detailed
theoretical studies or from in situ measurements in the
plasma sheet. The ansatz Eq. (17) for the non-idealness
is formally in plausible analogy to the Krook model
for resistivity (Krall and Trivelpiece, 1986) but now it
Fig. 6. Sketch of a simple distribution function ®lamentating in phase
space (left) and the corresponding coarse-grained distribution
function on macroscopic scales (right). Due to the averaging the
value of the distribution function is decreased, the occupied volume
increased. The consequences for the corresponding reduced distribu-
tion function is schematically shown at the bottom
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collective microscopic ¯uctuations and not the con-
sequences of collisions. Details of the speci®c form of
the macroscopic non-idealness have to be studied
further.
4 Summary and discussion
In our paper we discussed new aspects, both in MHD
and kinetic theory, of plasma sheet dynamics consider-
ing the problem of anomalous non-idealness necessary
for magnetic reconnection to occur in the, in general,
highly ideal (in the framework of MHD) or collision-
free (from a kinetic point of view) magnetospheric
plasma.
In the ®rst part we studied MHD simulations of
current sheet formation in the near-Earth plasma sheet
including the Earth's dipole ®eld explicitly. Thus, the
study of typical near-Earth features is not restricted to
suitable assumptions for earthward boundary condi-
tions, rather the dynamics of the near-Earth plasma and
®eld itself is simulated.
We have shown that perturbations due to local in¯ow
through the northern (or southern) boundary of the
plasma sheet lead to the formation of thin current sheets
in the near-Earth region without any perturbations at
the earthward boundary. The location of the current
sheet formation turnout to be widely independent from
the location of the boundary perturbation. In all
examples we ®nd developing thin current sheets about
8±10 RE tailwards of Earth in agreement with observa-
tions. These results support the concept of macroscopic
anomalous non-idealness due to (current-driven) micro-
instabilities.
In the second part of our paper we discussed the
problem of how to calculate quantitatively the macro-
scopic non-ideal consequences of microscopic ¯uctua-
tions in a self-consistent way. We presented a new
approach to this problem which does not demand details
of speci®c microscopic instabilities. We rather consider a
general feature of microscopic turbulence, i.e. ®lamenta-
tion in phase space. In this approach we follow the idea
of calculating the non-ideal consequences due to
violation of phase-space density conservation on macro-
scopic scales assuming ¯uctuations proceeding on more
and more microscopic scales.
Assuming further that this process yields coarse-
grained distribution functions which are stationary, at
least on the time scales of interest, one can calculate the
macroscopic distribution functions  fsr;v for electrons
and ions explicitly from the knowledge to which extent
the phase-space density conservation is violated on
macroscopic scales. In a ®nal step we calculate the
corresponding macroscopic non-idealness by the help of
the Krook model for resistivity, which now describes the
anomalous non-ideal consequences of microscopic
collective ¯uctuations.
This approach is new in the present context and there
are still open questions. This refers to the problem of a
suitable typical time scale which must be known in our
model resistivity. A second problem is how the
®lamentation can be described as a local process in the
plasma sheet enviroment (i.e. one needs some proper
boundary conditions). These questions have to be
studied in more detail in the future.
Although we discuss our model only qualitatively in
the present paper without an explicit quantitative
example, we emphasize that our model, being part of a
theory for the relaxation of collisionless matter, has been
successfully realized in that relaxation context (e.g.
Ziegler and Wiechen, 1989; Wiechen and Ziegler, 1993,
1994; Stahl et al., 1998). Thus we expect that our model
will help to improve the understanding of the coupling
between microscopic and macroscopic processes in the
Earth's plasma sheet.
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